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THE FUTURE OF LITERACY EDUCATION IS HERE

A cohesive literacy system for all students in prekindergarten through 

grade 6 based on responsive teaching using an inquiry-rich, multi-text 

approach to literacy instruction. 

INSTRUCTIONAL COHERENCE

While the benefits of the whole are inherent in each of the parts, Fountas & 

Pinnell Classroom™ (FPC) is designed as a coherent system. Each instructional 

context in the system is reciprocally connected to the others, improving student 

outcomes and creating equitable literacy opportunities for all students.

THE LITERACY CONTINUUM: THE CORNERSTONE RESOURCE

The Literacy Continuum serves as the instructional anchor for every lesson, goal 

and book in FPC. Each FPC lesson was written, every original book created, and 

each trade book chosen based on the text characteristics and goals from The 

Literacy Continuum. The Literacy Continuum serves as the curriculum underlying 

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. It creates coherence across classrooms and grade 

levels within the school.
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AT THE HEART OF FPC:  
THOUSANDS OF AUTHENTIC BOOKS

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ is filled with 

exciting books to stir the imagination, beautifully-

crafted books that enhance children's language, 

challenging books to lift every 

reader, and diverse books that 

expand readers' knowledge of 

the world.

Powered by curiosity
Children are curious, and FPC allows children's curiosity 

to propel authentic learning and discovery. As children 

think within, beyond and about texts, they pursue lines of 

inquiry that interest and engage them as learners, and build 

knowledge of different topics and themes across a range of 

disciplines and texts.

inquiry

authenticity

The books in the Guided Reading and Shared Reading 

Collections are all original to and created for FPC. 

The captivating Independent Reading, Interactive 

Read-Aloud, and Book Club Collections were carefully 

selected with purpose.

Every book in FPC was created or curated under the 

direction of Fountas and Pinnell to match the text 

characteristics from The Literacy Continuum.
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 Thinking Within the Text

Noticing and using  
sources of information  
(meaning, language  
structure, phonological   
information, visual information).

Connecting the text  
to personal and  

world knowledge  
as well as to  

other texts.

Remembering important  
information and  
carrying it forward.

Adjusting present 
understandings to 
accommodate new 
knowledge.

Thinking about what  
the writer means  
but has not stated.

 Taking action in  
flexible ways to  

solve problems or  
fit purpose and genre.

Using a range  
of strategies to  
recognize and  
take apart words,  
    and understand
        word meaning.

Checking on accuracy  
      and understanding  
           and working to  
               self-correct errors.

Anticipating what  
may happen next.

Thinking critically 
about the text.

Reading at  
a good rate, 
integrating phrasing, 
pausing, intonation, 
and stress.

Noticing aspects of  
the writer’s craft  
including text 
structure.

SYSTEMS 
OF STRATEGIC 

ACTIONS
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YOUR CLASSROOM: THEIR LITERATE LIFE

WHOLE-GROUP TEACHING

EACH GRADE  
LEVEL (K–6) WILL  
ALSO INCLUDE:
• Essential Questions 

and Inquiry-Based 
Learning Opportunities

• Professional Learning 
Tools

• Writing About Reading

• Interactive Writing

• Shared Writing

• Assessment

• Digital Resources

INTERACTIVE 
READ-ALOUD
A collection of the 
very best age- 

appropriate, grade-appropriate 
trade books to promote the joy 
of reading, expand vocabulary, 
and nurture the ability to think, 
talk, and write about texts that 
fully engage students’ interest.

• 120 titles per grade PreK–6

• Lesson folder per title

• Inquiry Overview Card per text set

PHONICS,  
SPELLING, AND 
WORD STUDY
Explicit lessons 

for whole-group instruction and 
small-group application that 
help students explore, attend to, 
learn about, and efficiently use 
sounds, letters, and words.

• 100 lessons per grade K–3

• 105 lessons in grade 4

• In development for grades 5 and 6

READING  
MINILESSONS
The Reading 
Minilessons Book 
provides brief, 

focused and practi cal whole-
class lessons on the topics of 
Management, Literary Analysis, 
Strategies and Skills, and 
Writing About Reading. 

• One book of minilessons per 
grade K–6

SHARED  
READING
An exquisite 
collection of 

original texts (enlarged and 
accompanying small versions) 
that nurture students’ abil-
ities to construct meaning in a 
supported context so they can 
enjoy reading and learn critical 
concepts of how texts work. 

• 200 titles with lesson folder and 
audiobook per title spanning 
grades PreK–3

• Specific enlarged text opportu-
nities for shared and performance 
reading in IRA, GR, and BC 
lessons per grade 4–6

Comprehensive resources  
for a systematic approach to literacy learning

Ignite learning with thousands of books, lessons, and resources  

within these major instructional contexts

View the complete FPC Components 
Overview for grades PreK–6 on the 
foldout back cover.
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SMALL-GROUP TEACHING

INDEPENDENT LEARNING

comprehensive

INDEPENDENT READING
A carefully curated collection of 
authentic children’s literature 
that provides the opportunity 
for students to develop tastes 

as readers and to read a large number of 
self-selected books independently. With 
accompanying conferring cards, you can make 
specific teaching points in brief conferences 
that lead the individual reader forward.

• 150 titles per grade K–2

• 200 titles per grade 3–6

• Conferring card 
per title

GUIDED READING
The most powerful and 
engaging authentic, original 
texts to build each student’s 
ability to process increas-

ingly challenging books with fluency 
and comprehension. Build a rich guided 
reading collection over time with:

• 1,300 titles spanning grades 
K–6

• Lesson folder per 
title

BOOK CLUBS/ 
LITERATURE DISCUSSION
An authentic opportunity 
to bring students together 
for in-depth discussion of a 

captivating trade book they have read in 
order to extend thinking and learn about 
themselves as readers. 

• 32 titles per grade K–3

• 48 titles per grade 4–6

• Discussion card per title

• Inquiry Overview Card per 
text set

9/9/16

The grade-level goals on the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are intended to
provide general guidelines, which should be adjusted based on
school/district requirements and professional teacher judgement.

© 2012 Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell

F&P TEXT LEVEL GRADIENT™

GRADE-LEVEL
GOALS

FOUNTAS & PINNELL
LEVELS

Kindergarten

Grade One

Grade Two

Grade Three

Grade Four

Grade Five

Grade Six

Grade Seven−Eight
High School/Adult

A FIRM FOUNDATION
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy 
Continuum—the roadmap for literacy 
acquisition in chlldren over time—and 
the F&P Text Level Gradient™ are 
the foundations of Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™. The specific demands, 
competencies, and behaviors to teach 
for, assess and reinforce (at each 
grade level and text level) inform and 
inhabit Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™. 
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Fountas & Pinnell Phonics,  
Spelling, and Word Study Lessons Sing a Song of Poetry

The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive  
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide

Fountas & Pinnell Phonics, Spelling, and Word 
Study Ready Resources Lesson folders

Online Resources 
including access to Gamemaker

Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™ Interactive 
Read-Aloud Collection 
Guide

Interactive Read-Aloud Books, 
organized into text sets

Text Set cards, including Inquiry 
Overview cards, Author and 
Illustrator Study cards, and Genre 
Study cards

Interactive Read-Aloud Lessons

Additional materials available in Online 
Resources

Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ System Resources
Interactive Read
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© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Book Mama Panya’s Pancakes
Grade 1

Authors Mary and Rich Chamberlin
Illustrator Julia Cairns

Genre Fiction/Realistic

Text Set Community
• Be My Neighbor
• A Bus Called Heaven
• Blackout
• The Night Worker
• Mama Panya’s Pancakes

• Mama Panya’s Pancakes 
• World map
• Drawing materials
• Color markers
• Photocopies of the recipe on page 37

Inquiry
■■ Understand simple problems that occur in everyday life, 
such as not having enough money.

■■ Relate text to their own lives by discussing their 
experiences with sharing.

■■ Make connections with other books about community.

Comprehension
■■ Recognize and understand that the story is set in 
Kenya and that customs and characters’ behavior 
reflect that setting.

■■ Infer Mama Panya’s and Adika’s intentions, feelings, 
and motivations using text and pictures.

■■ Infer the message that sharing is important.

Communication
■■ Notice and ask questions when meaning is lost or 
understanding is interrupted.

■■ Tell what happened to Mama Panya and Adika after 
hearing the story read.

■■ Actively participate in the give and take of conversation.

Vocabulary
■■ Notice and acquire understanding of new vocabulary 
from story (dousing, blurted, quickened, whisking, 
exclaimed, plumpest, etc.).

■■ Use new vocabulary in discussion of the story.

■■ Use some academic language to talk about literary 
features (e.g., beginning, ending, problem, character, 
solution, main character).

Summary
Mama Panya and her son Adika go shopping for ingredients to make pancakes. On the way, Adika invites all their 
friends to eat with them. Mama worries about feeding them all, but the guests surprise her with their generosity.

Messages
It is important to share, even when you have little to give. People in a community share with and help each other. 
There is always room for one more.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy 
Continuum for Grade 1 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:  

GENRE FOCUS In this realistic fiction story, a boy invites his friends and neighbors over for pancakes. Although the 
setting in Kenya will be unfamiliar to most children, the themes of sharing and generosity are universal.

HOW THE BOOK WORKS The story is told in third-person narrative with a lot of dialogue, and takes place in 
chronological sequence over the course of one day. The problem, not having enough food for everyone, is resolved 
when the guests all bring contributions to the meal. The setting, characters, and events could all take place in real life.

IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS

■■ Colorful and detailed full-page illustrations with many repeating patterns fully support meaning
■■ Several Kiswahili names, words, and phrases are integrated into the text. A glossary with pronunciation support is 
provided at the end of the book

■■ Several informational pages with notes about Kenya and its people and animals are provided after the story. A recipe 
for Mama Panya’s pancakes is also included

■■ Several interesting vocabulary words (e.g., dousing, blurted, quickened, whisking)

About This Book

Interactive Read
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Book A Bus Called Heaven
Grade 1

Author/
Illustrator Bob Graham

Genre Fiction/Realistic

Text Set Community
• Be My Neighbor
• A Bus Called Heaven
• Blackout
• The Night Worker
• Mama Panya’s Pancakes

• A Bus Called Heaven
• Chart paper and marker
• Paper and drawing materials
• Pencils, watercolor paints, and paper

Inquiry
■■ Relate the story to their own lives by discussing their 
experiences with group projects.

■■ Make connections with other books about community.

Comprehension
■■ Infer Stella’s and other characters’ intentions, feelings, 
and motivations using text and pictures.

■■ Notice and understand obvious themes (community, 
imagination).

■■ Notice the author’s use of descriptive language, such 
as simile and metaphor.

Communication
■■ Predict future events in the story (What will happen to 
the bus?).

■■ Take turns when asking and answering questions about 
the story.

■■ Give reasons (either text-based or from personal 
experience) to support thinking.

Vocabulary
■■ Notice and acquire understanding of new vocabulary 
from the story (e.g., abandoned, regulation, donation, 
fluttered, twittering).

■■ Use new vocabulary in discussion of the story.

Summary
An old bus is left on a city street where a girl named Stella lives. Stella leads her neighbors in creating a gathering 
space in and around the bus. When the city threatens to destroy the bus, Stella’s quick thinking saves the day.

Messages
People in a community can work together to make their community better. With hard work and a little imagination, old 
things can be made new, useful, and beautiful again. One person can make a big impact.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy 
Continuum for Grade 1 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:  

GENRE FOCUS In this realistic fiction story, the people, community, and events could all occur in real life. The way in 
which the main character, Stella, solves the story problem is improbable but children may relate to her actions.

HOW THE BOOK WORKS This story uses descriptive text with figurative language, and cartoon illustrations, to 
show how an abandoned bus changes a community. The bus becomes a special place, is taken to a junkyard to be 
destroyed, and provides a message of community when the protagonist saves it in an unlikely way.

IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS

■■ The story has ink-and-watercolor illustrations in a comic book style. Some pages have full-page illustrations, while 
others have several small illustrations organized in comic-style panels

■■ Figurative language (“as sad as a whale on a beach,” “Stella, the color of moonlight”)

■■ Tier 2 vocabulary (e.g., abandoned, donation, regulation, fluttered, twittering)

■■ Themes reflecting everyday life (being part of a community, caring for your world)

About This Book
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Book Be My Neighbor
Grade 1

Authors Maya Ajmera and John D. Ivanko
Photographers Various

Genre Nonfiction/Expository
Text Set Community

• Be My Neighbor
• A Bus Called Heaven
• Blackout
• The Night Worker
• Mama Panya’s Pancakes

• Be My Neighbor 
• Chart paper and marker
• Large poster boards, old magazines, local 

newspapers, scissors, and glue sticks
• Paper and drawing materials

Inquiry
■■ Connect the information about communities to social 
studies content studied at school.

■■ Relate text to their own lives by discussing their own 
neighbors and communities.

Comprehension
■■ Recognize and understand that the book is about a 
variety of neighborhoods and that customs and 
behaviors of people are different in each place.

■■ Understand content that reflects beginning knowledge 
of the social world, such as how communities work and 
are successful.

■■ Understand the purpose of various graphics, such as 
photographs, labels, and a world map.

Communication
■■ Notice and ask questions when meaning is lost or 
understanding is interrupted.

■■ Give reasons, either text-based or from personal 
experience, to support thinking.

■■ Actively participate in the give and take of conversation

Vocabulary
■■ Notice and acquire understanding of new vocabulary 
from text (e.g., neighborhood, neighbor, monument, 
climate, worship, responsibilities, public transportation).

■■ Use new vocabulary in discussion of the text.

Summary
Photographs from around the world are coupled with simple expository text to explain and celebrate what it means 
to be a community of caring neighbors.

Messages
Neighbors are people who care about and help each other. Though every neighborhood is special in its own way, all 
neighborhoods have certain things in common.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy 
Continuum for Grade 1 Interactive Read-Aloud and select appropriate goals. You may want to consider these:

GENRE FOCUS This nonfiction, expository text is about the characteristics of neighbors and communities. Like 
many expository texts, it has photographs instead of illustrations and is organized by subtopic.

HOW THE BOOK WORKS Each double-page spread begins with a large heading or phrase that summarizes the 
main idea of the spread. A paragraph of text on each spread explains this idea in more detail. The lesson is covered in 
two days to allow children time to absorb the complex content.

IMPORTANT TEXT CHARACTERISTICS

■■ The text is organized by subtopic. A large heading, or part of a continuing sentence, on each spread highlights the 
main idea of that spread

■■ Each spread has about 3-6 photographs taken in various countries around the world. Each country is labeled in the 
photograph and highlighted on a world map on the final page

■■ The book’s introduction features “Words of Wisdom” from Fred Rogers of Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood
■■ Several content words related to communities (monument, climate, worship, etc.)

About This Book

Interactive Read
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About This Text Set
Living and working together with others helps you to form a community. All of the books in this 
text set are about community – the people and places that make up a community, the ways that 
community members help each other, and the different roles that people in the community play. 

You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell  
Classroom collection. 
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Living and Working Together: Community

Thinking Across Books
While reading the books in this text set, help children make connections across the set, and facilitate 
ways of learning and finding out more about the community they live in.     

■■ What did you notice about the setting in each of these books?

■■ What do you think the authors of these books want you to think about?

■■ How does your own experience in your community help you to understand these characters  
and situations? 

Essential Question and Big Ideas
Engage children by keeping this essential question and these big ideas in mind as you read and talk about 
the texts in this set. Be sure to use language appropriate for the grade level. This question can also be 
explored through a variety of inquiry projects, including the suggested projects on the next page.

The Giant Jam Sandwich Pet Show Captain Brock, Firefighter

A community is a place where you 
feel you belong.

What makes a  
community? 

Living and working 
together makes  
a community.

Every member  
of a community  

has something to 
contribute.

A Bus Called HeavenBe My Neighbor Blackout Mama Panya’s PancakesThe Night Worker

FPC_IRA_G1_Inquiry-Card_2pp_Community.indd   1 6/8/2017   4:54:48 PM

About This Text Set  
For genre study, be sure that students think and talk about the meaning of each text before looking for 
genre characteristics.

This text set includes fiction and nonfiction texts that feature the same theme, characters, and topics, 
to help children identify and understand some of the differences between the two genres.

You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom collection. 

Steps in a Genre Study
Genre study gives students the tools they need to navigate a variety of texts with deep understanding. 
There are six broad steps in a genre study—the first four take place during interactive read-aloud, while 
the explicit teaching in Step 5 takes place during minilessons.  

1.  Collect a set of mentor texts in the genre to read aloud.

2.  Immerse students in several clear examples of the genre. As you read aloud, encourage children to
think about, talk about, and identify common characteristics.

3.  Study. After you have read several examples, have children analyze characteristics that are common
to the texts, and list the characteristics on chart paper.

4.  Define. Use the list of characteristics to create a short working definition of the genre.

5.  Teach specific minilessons on the important genre characteristics of the genre.

6.  Read and Revise. Expand children’s understanding by encouraging them to talk about the genre in
appropriate instructional contexts (book clubs, independent reading conferences, etc.)
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Genre Study

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

This Year’s Garden and From Seed to Plant Jack’s Garden and Plant Packages

Little Bear and the Three Campers and The Camping Trip

Going PlacesIce Bear: In the Steps 
of the Polar Bear

Milk: From Cow 
to Carton

On the GoThe Last Polar BearToo Many Pears

FPC_IRA_G1_Inquiry-Card_2pp_GS_Fiction-Nonfiction.indd   1 6/8/2017   4:29:10 PM
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About This Text Set
The authors of the nonfiction books in this text set have organized factual information into a 
question and answer structure. They engage the reader’s curiosity by posing thought-provoking 
questions about the animal world, and then providing interesting and often surprising answers. 
The questions invite children to share their own thinking, while the answers inspire further 
discussion and exploration.

You might also include the following additional books and resources from the Fountas & Pinnell  
Classroom collection. 
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Nonfiction: Questions and Answers

How do writers 
of nonfiction books 

make information fun and 
interesting to read about?

You can use what 
you know about 

a topic when 
trying to answer 

a question.

There are many 
different ways 

to organize 
information in a 
nonfiction book.

Writers choose an organizational 
structure for a reason. 

Thinking Across Books
While reading the books in this text set, help children make connections across the set, and facilitate 
ways of learning and finding out more about nonfiction books that use a question and answer structure. 

■■ How are all of these books alike? How are they different?

■■ What kinds of questions do the authors of these books pose?  

■■ What personal connections did you make to the information in these books?             

Essential Question and Big Ideas
Engage children by keeping this essential question and these big ideas in mind as you read and talk about 
the texts in this set. Be sure to use language appropriate for the grade level. This question can also be 
explored through a variety of inquiry projects, including the suggested projects on the next page.

What If You Had Animal Teeth? What Do You Do When Something Wants to Eat You? 

A Cool Summer TailAnimals Black and White Best Foot Forward What Do You Do With a Tail Like This?

FPC_IRA_G1_Inquiry-Card_2pp_Nonfiction-QandA_Sample.indd   1 6/8/2017   5:11:50 PM

Increase the impact of your literacy instruction by implementing 
all of the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ instructional contexts 
to create a complete, comprehensive, and coherent system of 
literacy education. 

Expand students’ thinking across the year with 
books that spark discussion and inquiry
The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Interactive Read-Aloud Collection 
Guide provides detailed information about the Interactive Read-Aloud 
Collection to support the implementation of this instructional context in 
your classroom:

   A list of Interactive Read-Aloud books, organized into text sets for 
each month of the school year

   A walkthrough of the instructional design of the cards that accom-
pany each text set and the lesson folders that accompany each 
book

   Ideas, effective instructional practices, and language for putting the 
Interactive Read-Aloud Collection into action in your classroom

   Guidance for assessing children’s learning

   A list of resources for learning more about Interactive Read-Aloud

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ 

Interactive Read-Aloud Collection Guide

RESOURCES IN THE INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD COLLECTION

   120 Interactive Read-Aloud Books, organized into 25 text sets

   25 text set cards, including Inquiry Overview Cards, Author and 
Illustrator Study Cards, and Genre Study Cards

   120 Interactive Read-Aloud Lesson Folders

   Access to Online Resources

1
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Fountas & Pinnell

CLASSROOM

Collection Guide
Interactive Read-Aloud

780325 0985559

90000 >
ISBN  978-0-325-09855-5

www.fountasandpinnel l .com

INTERACTIVE READ-ALOUD (PreK–6)

A whole-class activity in which you select a book to read aloud to your class, engaging children in 

authentic discussion about the text. Books are organized into text sets that spark inquiry-based learning.

PHONICS, SPELLING, AND WORD STUDY SYSTEM (K–6)

Brief lessons for whole-group instruction that help children attend to, learn about, and efficiently use 

sounds, letters, and words. Grades 5 and 6 in development.

WHOLE-GROUP TEACHING

1
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The Fountas & Pinnell 

Phonics, Spelling, and
      Word Study Lessons

28 The Fountas & Pinnell Comprehensive Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Guide
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LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)

BEHAVIOR
INSTRUCTIONAL 

LANGUAGE

GRADE LEVEL

PreK K 1 2 3 4 5 6–8

E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L 6 7 8

Consonants (continued)

11 Recognize and use middle 
consonant sounds sometimes 
represented by double 
consonant letters: rubber, 
according, puddle, coffee, bigger, 
collect, swimmer, announce, 
dropped, arrive, lesson, attic, 
buzzing.

Sometimes double consonant letters stand 
for one consonant sound in the middle of 
a word.

• • • • • • • • •

12 Recognize and use consonant 
letters that represent two or 
more different sounds at the 
beginning of a word: car, city; 
get, gym; think, they; chair, 
chorus, choir, chef.

Some consonants or consonant clusters 
stand for two or more different sounds at the 
beginning of a word.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

13 Recognize and use consonant 
letters that represent two or more 
different sounds at the end of 
a word: clinic, spice; hug, cage; 
rich, stomach; bath, smooth.

Some consonants or consonant clusters 
stand for two or more different sounds at the 
end of a word.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

14 Recognize and use consonant 
letters that represent two or more 
different sounds in the middle 
of a word: cyclone, nicest; bugle, 
magic; inches, school, machine; 
mouthwash, feather.

Some consonants or consonant clusters 
stand for two or more different sounds in the 
middle of a word.

• • • • • • • • • • • •

15 Recognize and use consonant 
clusters (blends) at the end of a 
word: ct, ft, ld, lf, lp, lt, mp, nd, nk, 
nt, pt, sk, sp, st.

Some words end with a consonant cluster.

Each sound can be heard in a consonant 
cluster at the end of a word.

• • • • • • • •

16 Recognize and use less frequent 
consonant digraphs at the 
beginning or end of a word: gh, 
ph (e.g., rough, phone, telegraph).

Consonant digraphs stand for one sound 
that is different from the sound of either of 
the consonant letters.

• • • • • • • • •

17 Recognize and use consonant 
letters that represent no 
sound: lamb, scene, sign, rhyme, 
know, calm, island, listen, wrap.

Some words have consonant letters that are 
silent.

• • • • • • • • • •

18 Understand and talk about the 
fact that some consonant sounds 
can be represented by several 
different letters or letter clusters: 
e.g., kayak, picnic, truck, stomach, 
antique; thief, stiff, cough, graph.

Some consonant sounds are represented by 
several different letters or letter clusters.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Vowels

19 Understand and talk about the 
fact that some letters represent 
vowel sounds.

Some letters are vowels.

Every word has at least one vowel sound.

A, e, i, o, and u are vowels (and sometimes y).

• • •
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Letter-Sound Relationships

LETTER-SOUND RELATIONSHIPS (continued)

BEHAVIOR
INSTRUCTIONAL 

LANGUAGE

GRADE LEVEL

PreK K 1 2 3 4 5 6–8

E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L E M L 6 7 8

Vowels (continued)

20 Hear and identify short vowel 
sounds in words and the letters 
that represent them.

In some words, the letter a represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of apple or the 
middle of can.

In some words, the letter e represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of egg or the 
middle of get.

In some words, the letter i represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of in or the 
middle of sit.

In some words, the letter o represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of on or the 
middle of hot.

In some words, the letter u represents the 
sound heard at the beginning of up or the 
middle of run.

• • • •

21 Recognize and use short vowel 
sounds at the beginning of 
words: e.g., at, every, into, onto, 
up.

Some words have one vowel at the 
beginning.

The sound of the vowel is short.

• • • •

22 Recognize and use short vowel 
sounds in the middle of words 
(CVC): e.g., hat, bed, wind, stop, 
run.

Some words have one vowel between two 
consonants.

The sound of the vowel is short.

• • • •

23 Hear and identify long vowel 
sounds in words and the letters 
that represent them.

Some words have a long a vowel sound as in 
lake and paint.

Some words have a long e vowel sound as in 
eat and tree.

Some words have a long i vowel sound as in 
ice and right.

Some words have a long o vowel sound as in 
go and oak.

Some words have a long u vowel sound as in 
use and true.

• • • • •

24 Recognize and use long vowel 
sounds in words with silent e 
(CVCe): e.g., late, Pete, pine, 
robe, cube.

Some words end in an e that is silent, and 
the other vowel usually has a long sound 
(sounds like its name).

• • • • •

25 Contrast short and long vowel 
sounds in words: e.g., at/ate, 
pet/Pete, bit/bite, hop/hope, cut/
cute.

A vowel can represent a sound that is 
different from its name. It is a short vowel 
sound.

A vowel can represent a sound like its name. 
It is a long vowel sound.

• • • • •
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Word Structure: Recognize and Use the Prefix re-, Meaning “again”

Plan

XX Consider Your Students

Use this lesson after students have noticed words with prefixes in 

texts they are reading and have begun to use prefixes in their 

own writing. If students have significant experience with the 

prefix re- and have control of the concept, you may wish to 

expand this lesson by discussing a few word histories and word 

relationships in greater depth, such as the relationship between 

remember and memory due to the word root mem. As students 

begin to attempt deeper word analysis, it is important to point out 

that it is not always easy to tell whether a particular group of 

letters is really a prefix. For example, the letters re in react are a 

prefix, but the letters re in realm are not. The analysis of word 

structure needs to be used flexibly and in combination with other 

word-solving actions.

XX Working with English Language Learners

The concept that many English words contain more than one 

meaning-bearing part is essential for English language learners 

to understand. To illustrate this concept, you may find it helpful to 

have students work in a small group to put together and break 

apart word cards containing base words and the prefix re-. Be 

sure that students know the meanings of the base words used in 

the lesson and on the game board.

YOU WILL NEED

 Ready Resources

ff WS 21 Pocket-Chart Cards

ff Blank Pocket-Chart Cards

Online Resources

ff WS 21 Action Tags

ff WS 21 Follow the Path Game 

Boards

Other Materials

ff pocket chart

ff die

ff game markers

EXPLAIN THE PRINCIPLE

Add the prefix re- to the 

beginning of a word root or 

base word to mean “again.”

Comprehensive 

Phonics, Spelling, 

and Word Study 

Guide

Refer to:

page 67, row 75

UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

Many English words can be divided into parts: base words, word 

roots, and affixes. A base word is a word in its simplest form (e.g., 

home, meat), which can stand alone. A word root is a word part, 

usually from another language such as Greek or Latin, that carries 

the essential meaning of the word but that cannot stand alone 

(e.g., gen, ject, prim). Affixes are groups of letters added to a base 

word or a word root to change its function or meaning. Affixes 

added to the beginning of base words or word roots are called 

prefixes. A prefix adds to or changes the meaning of a base word 

or word root. A prefix may have more than one meaning. 

Understanding how prefixes contribute to meaning helps 

students solve more complex words and expand their vocabulary 

with greater efficiency.

Recognize and Use the Prefix 

re-, Meaning “again”

Generative Lesson

A generative lesson has a simple 

structure that you can use to 

present similar content or 

concepts. Use this lesson 

structure to teach students to 

recognize a variety of words with 

the prefix re-.

1
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Plan

XX Consider Your Students
Use this lesson after students have noticed words with prefixes in 
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prefix re- and have control of the concept, you may wish to 
expand this lesson by discussing a few word histories and word 
relationships in greater depth, such as the relationship between 
remember and memory due to the word root mem. As students 
begin to attempt deeper word analysis, it is important to point out 
that it is not always easy to tell whether a particular group of 
letters is really a prefix. For example, the letters re in react are a 
prefix, but the letters re in realm are not. The analysis of word 
structure needs to be used flexibly and in combination with other 
word-solving actions.

XX Working with English Language Learners
The concept that many English words contain more than one 
meaning-bearing part is essential for English language learners 
to understand. To illustrate this concept, you may find it helpful to 
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UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE

Many English words can be divided into parts: base words, word 
roots, and affixes. A base word is a word in its simplest form (e.g., 
home, meat), which can stand alone. A word root is a word part, 
usually from another language such as Greek or Latin, that carries 
the essential meaning of the word but that cannot stand alone 
(e.g., gen, ject, prim). Affixes are groups of letters added to a base 
word or a word root to change its function or meaning. Affixes 
added to the beginning of base words or word roots are called 
prefixes. A prefix adds to or changes the meaning of a base word 
or word root. A prefix may have more than one meaning. 
Understanding how prefixes contribute to meaning helps 
students solve more complex words and expand their vocabulary 
with greater efficiency.

Recognize and Use the Prefix 
re-, Meaning “again”

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple 
structure that you can use to 
present similar content or 
concepts. Use this lesson 
structure to teach students to 
recognize a variety of words with 
the prefix re-.
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Plan

XX Consider Your Students
Use this lesson after students have noticed words with prefixes in texts they are reading and have begun to use prefixes in their own writing. If students have significant experience with the prefix re- and have control of the concept, you may wish to expand this lesson by discussing a few word histories and word relationships in greater depth, such as the relationship between remember and memory due to the word root mem. As students begin to attempt deeper word analysis, it is important to point out that it is not always easy to tell whether a particular group of letters is really a prefix. For example, the letters re in react are a prefix, but the letters re in realm are not. The analysis of word structure needs to be used flexibly and in combination with other word-solving actions.

XX Working with English Language Learners
The concept that many English words contain more than one meaning-bearing part is essential for English language learners to understand. To illustrate this concept, you may find it helpful to have students work in a small group to put together and break apart word cards containing base words and the prefix re-. Be sure that students know the meanings of the base words used in the lesson and on the game board.

YOU WILL NEED
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ff WS 21 Pocket-Chart Cards
ff Blank Pocket-Chart Cards

Online Resources
ff WS 21 Action Tags
ff WS 21 Follow the Path Game 
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UNDERSTAND THE PRINCIPLE
Many English words can be divided into parts: base words, word roots, and affixes. A base word is a word in its simplest form (e.g., home, meat), which can stand alone. A word root is a word part, usually from another language such as Greek or Latin, that carries the essential meaning of the word but that cannot stand alone (e.g., gen, ject, prim). Affixes are groups of letters added to a base word or a word root to change its function or meaning. Affixes added to the beginning of base words or word roots are called prefixes. A prefix adds to or changes the meaning of a base word or word root. A prefix may have more than one meaning. Understanding how prefixes contribute to meaning helps students solve more complex words and expand their vocabulary with greater efficiency.

Recognize and Use the Prefix re-, Meaning “again”

Generative Lesson
A generative lesson has a simple 
structure that you can use to 
present similar content or 
concepts. Use this lesson 
structure to teach students to 
recognize a variety of words with 
the prefix re-.
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Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™ Shared 
Reading Collection Guide

Shared Reading Big Books  
plus 6 copies of each as Small Books

Also accessible as audiobooks available in Online Resources

Shared Reading Lessons

Additional materials available in Online Resources

SHARED READING (PreK–3)

A whole-class or small-group activity in which children join you in reading a large-print book or chart aloud, 

giving them the opportunity to engage in reading texts they would not be able to read independently.

Increase the impact of your literacy instruction by implementing 
all of the Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ instructional contexts 
to create a complete, comprehensive, and coherent system of 
literacy education. 

RESOURCES IN THE SHARED READING COLLECTION

   65 Shared Reading Big Books

   65 Shared Reading Small Books (6 copies of each title)

   65 Shared Reading Lesson Folders

   Access to Online Resources

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ 

Shared Reading Collection Guide

Build a strong early reading foundation with books 
that engage and excite
The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Shared Reading Collection Guide 
provides detailed information about the grade 1 Shared Reading Collection to 
support the implementation of this instructional context in your classroom:

   A list of Shared Reading books in a recommended sequence based on 
book series, genre, and/or connecting topics

   A walkthrough of the instructional design of the lesson folders that 
accompany each book

   Ideas, effective instructional practices, and language for putting the 
Shared Reading Collection into action in your classroom

   Guidance for assessing children’s learning

   A list of resources for learning more about Shared Reading
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Shared
 Read

ing
SRYou Will Need

• Boomer’s Checkup
• a pointer
• highlighter tape
• chart paper and marker

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com 
to download online resources to support 
this lesson, including:
• masking cards

Book Boomer’s Checkup

Author Aaron Mack

Genre Nonfiction/
Narrative

Summary 
Calvin takes his dog Boomer to the vet. During the exam, Calvin comforts Boomer by comparing Boomer’s exam to his 
own. Boomer seems uncomfortable throughout the exam, but he finally wags his tail in happiness when the doctor 
removes a thorn from his paw.

Messages
Doctors and vets help people and animals stay healthy. People and animals are alike in some ways. Children and animals 
can help each other understand the world better.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Select goals that will develop their 
abilities to think like readers as they process a text. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum (see the Shared 
and Performance Reading section and also pertinent levels in the Guided Reading section).

Early Literacy Behaviors
■■ Read left to right, with 
return sweep.
■■ Use features of print 
to track words.

Searching, Monitoring, 
Correcting Behaviors
■■ Use repeating language patterns 
to search for and use information.

Fluent Reading
■■ Remember and use repeating 
phrases with intonation.

Vocabulary and Language 
Development
■■ Use contextual information to 
understand new words (frisky, 
checkup, vet, wag, weighed).
■■ Use syntax and repeating pattern 
to anticipate the text: e.g., next 
word, next phrases, or sentences. 

Phonological Awareness/
Phonics/Word Study
■■ Recognize some simple 
plurals (eyes, ears) and simple 
contractions (don’t).

Comprehension: Talking and 
Writing About Reading
■■ Talk about what is interesting in 
a photograph in nonfiction text.
■■ Infer an important idea 
from reading the text.
■■ Represent a sequence of events 
from the text in shared writing.
■■ Make connections between 
the ideas in the text and 
one’s own life experiences.

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This narrative nonfiction text tells a real-life story of a boy taking his dog to the vet for a 
checkup. It reads like a story, but the photographs and text features suggest that it is nonfiction.

HOW THE BOOK WORKS Each pair of pages describes one step in Boomer’s exam, which Calvin compares to 
his own visit to the doctor. A vet’s chart marks the stages in the exam and allows readers to make predictions 
about what will happen next.

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS TO NOTICE

■■ Simple narrative with repeating elements

■■ Story within a story

■■ Graphic element (vet’s chart) that guides readers through a predictable sequence of events

■■ Dialogue shown in two ways: in text and in speech bubbles

■■ Realistic photographs that provide rich contextual support

1
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 Read

ing
SRYou Will Need

• In My Bag
• a pointer
• word magnets
• chart paper and marker

Book In My Bag

Author Amy Frank

Illustrator Jamie Tablason

Genre Fiction/Realistic

Summary 
Nina is collecting rocks. She finds a big rock, a little rock, a striped rock, a bumpy rock, a flat 
rock, and a round rock and puts them all into her bag. She finds what she thinks is a spotted 
rock, but she’s surprised to discover it is actually a turtle.

Messages
Things are not always what they seem. Sometimes there is more to an adventure than what you expect.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Select goals that will develop their 
abilities to think like readers as they process a text. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum (see the Shared 
and Performance Reading section and also pertinent levels in the Guided Reading section).

Early Literacy Behaviors
■■ Recognize and use features of print.

■■ Connect letters and letter clusters 
to known words.

Searching, Monitoring, 
Correcting Behaviors
■■ Search for and use information 
from pictures.

■■ Use two or more sources of 
information to self-monitor and 
self-correct.

Fluent Reading
■■ Stress words in a way that shows 
attention to meaning.

■■ Read repeating phrases with 
intonation.

Vocabulary and Language 
Development
■■ Understand the meaning of words 
that are in one’s own oral 
vocabulary (striped, spotted, 
bumpy).

■■ Use memory of repeating 
language patterns to monitor 
accuracy.

Phonological Awareness/
Phonics/Word Study
■■ Hear and blend two or three 
phonemes in a word (striped, 
spotted).

■■ Locate and read high-frequency 
words in continuous text (saw, 
put, little, big).

Comprehension: Talking and 
Writing About Reading
■■ Use academic language to talk 
about a text (cover, genre, author, 
illustrator).

■■ Use new vocabulary from text in 
writing.

■■ Represent a sequence of events 
from a text.

■■ Infer the reason for Nina’s actions 
and feelings.

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS  In this realistic fiction story, a girl named Nina collects some rocks. The story takes place in a 
realistic setting and the main character does things that real kids do all the time.

HOW THE BOOK WORKS This book uses a simple repetitive structure and rich illustrations that support 
readers as they figure out the new adjective used to describe each rock.

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS TO NOTICE

■■ Simple narrative with straightforward repetitive structure

■■ Humorous ending that is easy to grasp

■■ Realistic setting and actions

■■ Natural language close to oral language

■■ A few interesting words that may be new but are easy to understand (striped, spotted, bumpy)

■■ Many high-frequency words

1
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SRYou Will Need Book Monster ABCs

Author Finnoula Louise

Illustrator Nathan Jarvis

Genre Nonfiction

Summary 
If you know the shape and sound of each letter, it will help you read and write.

Messages
We use the letters of the alphabet to write words. Things have names that begin with different letters of the alphabet. The 
alphabet has a special order for its twenty-six letters.

Goals
Think about the reading behaviors and understandings your children control. Select goals that will develop their abilities 
to think like readers as they process a text. Refer to The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum (see the Shared and 
Performance Reading section and also pertinent levels in the Guided Reading section).

Early Literacy Behaviors
■■ Connect letters in a text to names or 
known words.

■■ With support, use features of print to 
search for and use visual information: 
letters, words.

Searching, Monitoring, 
Correcting Behaviors
■■ Use repeating language patterns to 
search for and use information.

■■ Search for and use information from 
pictures.

■■ Link a letter with a sound.

Fluent Reading
■■ Begin to read in phrased units.

■■ Stress words (and letters) that are 
bold.

Vocabulary and Language 
Development
■■ Use language syntax and 
repeating language patterns to 
anticipate the text.

■■ Understand meanings of new 
words after reading and 
discussing them (eagle, iguana).

Phonological Awareness/
Phonics/Word Study
■■ Hear, say, and clap syllables. 

■■ Hear and divide onsets and rimes: 
c/at, d/og.

Comprehension: Talking and 
Writing About Reading
■■ Notice how humor or an 
interesting character make a text 
fun to read. 

■■ Think about the structure of a text 
and compose an innovation, using 
interactive writing.

About This Book
GENRE FOCUS This ABC book presents a letter of the alphabet on each page, along with pictures whose names begin 
with that letter. One or two pictures are labeled, and the rest are not.

HOW THE BOOK WORKS On each page, the alphabet monster names one or two labeled objects that begin with the 
featured letter. He asks the reader to name other objects on the page that begin with that letter.   

IMPORTANT CHARACTERISTICS TO NOTICE

■■ Interactive structure that engages children

■■ Humorous, playful art that appeals to children

■■ Patterned language structure used throughout

■■ Bold words and labels that correspond to the featured letter

• Monster ABCs
• a pointer
• Alphabet Linking Chart
• highlighter tape
• sticky notes
• chart paper and marker

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com 
to download online resources to support 
this lesson, including:
• Letter Minibooks 
• masking card

1
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captivating

WORDS THAT SING
Poetry Charts for Shared Reading 
(PreK–2)

Expand your collection of texts for 
shared reading and for making links to 
Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study with 
these enlarged charts to display on an 
easel or wall. 50 poems and rhymes at 
grade PreK; 100 per grade K–2.

Grade PreK / 978-0-325-10832-2 / $99.00

Grade K / 978-0-325-10833-9 / $199.00

Grade 1 / 978-0-325-10834-6 / $199.00

Grade 2 / 978-0-325-10835-3 / $199.00

COMPANION RESOURCES

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR SHARED READING — See pages 57, 58, and 61

The Littlest Worm
The littlest worm (The littlest worm)
You ever saw (You ever saw)
Got stuck inside (Got stuck inside)
My soda straw. (My soda straw.)

The littlest worm you ever saw got stuck inside my soda straw. 

He said to me, (He said to me,)
“Don’t take a sip. (“Don’t take a sip.)
Cause if you do, (Cause if you do,)
You’ll get real sick.” (You’ll get real sick.”)

He said to me, “Don’t take a sip. Cause if you do, you’ll get real sick.”
© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Illustration by George Doutsiopoulos

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Illustration by David Clark

Oh, I ran around the corner, 

And I ran around the block 

I ran right in to the baker’s shop. 

I grabbed me a donut, 

Right out of the grease, 

And I handed the lady, 

A five-cent piece. 

She looked at the nickel, 

And she looked at me. 

She said, “This nickel, 

Is no good to me. 

There’s a hole in the nickel, 

And it goes right through.” 

Said I, “There’s a hole in the donut, too! 

Thanks for the donut. Good-bye!”

The Donut Song

© 2019 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.
Illustration by Eric Freeburg

Five Enormous 
Dinosaurs
Five enormous dinosaurs,
Letting out a roar—
One went away, and
Then there were four.

Four enormous dinosaurs,
Crashing down a tree—
One went away, and
Then there were three.

Three enormous dinosaurs,
Eating tiger stew—
One went away, and
Then there were two.

Two enormous dinosaurs,
Trying hard to run—
One went away, and
Then there was one.

One enormous dinosaur,
Afraid to be a hero—
He went away, and
Then there was zero.

Accompanying guide
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READING MINILESSONS (K–6)

Reading minilessons are brief, concise, purposeful lessons with a practical application in a specific area of 

literacy. Each minilesson engages children in inquiry that leads to the discovery and understanding of a 

general principle. These powerful minilessons provide an explicit connection between all other instructional 

contexts, and children’s own independent work. 

WHOLE-GROUP TEACHING

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR READING MINILESSONS — See pages 57, 58, and 61

THE READING MINILESSONS BOOK

Grade K / 978-0-325-09861-6 / $99.00

Grade 1 / 978-0-325-09862-3 / $99.00

Grade 2 / 978-0-325-09863-0 / $99.00

Grade 3 / 978-0-325-09864-7 / $99.00

Grade 4 / 978-0-325-09865-4 / $99.00

Grade 5 / 978-0-325-09866-1 / $99.00

Grade 6 / 978-0-325-09867-8 / $99.00

Four types of minilessons 
organized under broader  
“Umbrella” concepts:

Management

Literary Analysis

Strategies & Skills

Writing About Reading

New!
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Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™ Guided 
Reading Collection Guide Guided Reading Books, 6 copies of each title

Guided Reading Lessons

Additional materials available in Online 
Resources

    
Take paperless assessments on your iPad™.  
App available at Apple iTunes™ Store or at heinemann.com  

  Includes a one-year trial to the  
Online Data Management System   

Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™ Book Clubs 
Collection Guide Book Club Books organized into text sets with 6 copies of each title

Book Club Discussion Cards and  
Inquiry Overview Cards

Additional materials available in  
Online Resources

GUIDED READING (K–6)

A small group of children read a challenging text at their instructional reading level as you teach, 

prompt, or reinforce effective reading behaviors, providing children an opportunity to apply what 

they have learned how to do as readers.
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FPC Collection Guide Cover
Book Clubs, Grade 1

BOOK CLUBS (K–6)

A small-group activity in which children choose a book to read from a limited set of 

titles and then come together for a discussion that expands their thinking about texts.
About This Book
Genre Focus This animal fantasy story features animal characters who look, talk, and 
behave like human characters with familiar problems that children will relate to.

How the Book Works The events of the story take place over three days, in clear, 
chronological order with strong picture support. There is a clearly stated problem, but 
readers have to infer some information from text and pictures. 

Important Text Characteristics
 ■ This story has a simple plot with a clearly stated problem and a satisfying resolution.
 ■  Familiar themes reflecting everyday life (self, family relationships), and ideas close to 
children’s experience (expressing feelings, helping your family) 

 ■ Familiar setting (library) close to children’s experience
 ■ Fun, humorous illustrations that enhance the meaning of the text

Discuss the Text
Invite children to talk about the book with each other, and build on each 
other’s ideas. Have them provide evidence for their thinking. Some questions 
or prompts that support thinking and talking are suggested below.

Thinking Within the Text
 ■  Let’s look at the first page. What can you tell about the main character, Beatrice?

 ■ Henry seemed very patient with Beatrice. What did you think about Henry? Can 
anyone take us to a place in the book that shows or tells what Henry is like?

Thinking Beyond the Text
 ■  Have you ever been in a situation like this that helps you understand the 
characters better? Can you share your experience?

 ■  It seemed like Beatrice would never enjoy the library, no matter what Henry 
did. Why do you think her feelings about the library changed?

Thinking About the Text
 ■ The illustration on the cover of this book, and the title, Beatrice Doesn’t Want 
To, really made me want to read the story. What did you think this story 
would be about when you saw the cover and the title?

 ■ The illustrations in this book are very funny. What did you learn from the 
illustrations? Who can take us to an illustration that they thought was 
especially funny or interesting?

Writing About Reading
After children discuss the story, you may want to engage them in sharing 
their thinking about the book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s 
Notebook.

Summarize and Evaluate
Encourage children to make summary comments and briefly evaluate what 
went well in the group. Have them set goals for improving the next book 
club discussion. 

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Refer to Prompting 
Guide, Part 2, as 

needed.

You Will Need
• One Dark Night, Level C
• pocket chart

Visit resources.fountasandpinnell.com 
to download online resources to support 
this lesson, including:
• Pictures: bat, cat, clock, hat, fan, lock, 

pan, sock, van
• Recording Form

Book  One Dark Night

Level  C

Author  Pat McCann

Illustrator  Mike Blake

Genre  Fiction/Realistic

G
uid

ed
 Read

ing

1

Goals
Think about the readers and the behaviors and understandings to notice, teach for, and support at Level C in  
The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum. Select goals that match the needs of your students. The following  
may be appropriate.

Reading
■■ Search for information in text and 
illustrations.
■■ Begin to read without finger 
pointing.
■■ Use information in pictures and a 
first letter to predict a word.

■■ Begin to read in phrased units.
■■ Understand directional 
prepositions (up, into).
■■ Describe a story setting.
■■ Infer a character’s feelings based 
on pictures. 

Phonics/Letter  
and Word Work
■■ Use pictures to sort rhyming 
words.

Writing About Reading
■■ Remember details from 
illustrations.

Analysis of Book Characteristics One Dark Night, Level C
How The Book Works This book is fiction, with alternating pages of print and illustrations until the last page, which 
has speech bubbles. The repeated phrase “the dark, dark” creates suspense and mystery. A young man walks alone 
through a dark urban area until he reaches home—and a surprise birthday party.

Genre/Form 
■■ Fiction
■■ Realistic 

Text Structure
■■ Very simple narrative with 
beginning, middle, several 
episodes, and end

Content
■■ Familiar, easy content 
■■ Content directly and explicitly 
supported by picture information 

Themes and Ideas
■■ Idea close to children’s 
experience (Things are not 
always as scary as they seem.)

Language and Literary 
Features
■■ Repeating language pattern (Jack 
went ___ a/the dark, dark ___.)
■■ Familiar setting close to children’s 
experience

Sentence Complexity
■■ Short sentences, seven words
■■ Simple sentences with subject 
and predicate

Vocabulary
■■ All words that are in common oral 
vocabulary for young children 
(went, down, trees, hill, house, 
stairs) 
■■ Concept words illustrated by 
pictures

Words
■■ One- and two-syllable words fully 
supported by the pictures (dark, 
street, birthday)
■■ Repeated use of a few high-
frequency words (down, by,  
up, into, in)
■■ Many words with easy, predictable 
letter-sound relationships (went, 
hill)

Illustrations
■■ Illustrations that match print very 
closely
■■ Illustrations on every page or 
page spread
■■ Very simple illustrations with little 
distracting detail
■■ Consistent layout of illustrations 
and print until the last page

Book and Print Features
■■ Print in large, plain font
■■ Exaggerated space between 
words
■■ Print clearly separated from 
pictures, except for speech bubble 
on last page
■■ Periods, commas, and 
exclamation marks

GR

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann. 

FPC_GR_Lesson_0163_OneDarkNight.indd   3 5/5/17   11:22 AM

SMALL-GROUP TEACHING

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR BOOK CLUBS — See pages 57, 58, and 61

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR GUIDED READING — See pages 58 and 60–63
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The Fountas & Pinnell Literacy Continuum Guided Reading Fountas & Pinnell Prompting Guides

Benchmark Assessment System Fountas & Pinnell Reader’s Notebooks
Online Data Management System
Fountas & Pinnell Reading Record App

Fountas & Pinnell 
Classroom™Independent 
Reading Collection Guide Independent Reading Books

Independent Reading Conferring Cards, 
plus genre-based prompting cards

Additional materials available in Online 
Resources
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Independent Reading, Grade 1

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

If children liked this book, 
they might enjoy these 
books featuring monkeys 
found in the Independent 
Reading library:

Conferring Prompts
Have a brief conversation to check in on the child’s enjoyment and understanding of 
the book, and to answer any questions. Some of the following prompts may be helpful 
depending on where the child is in reading the book. Sample and support the child’s oral 
reading and discuss writing in the Reader’s Notebook if appropriate. 

Book Choice and Engagement
■■ Why did you chose this book? Show a page that you really liked.
■■ How is this book is like other animal books you have read? How is it different?

Thinking Within the Text 
■■ Talk about what you learned about monkeys from this book.
■■ Which monkeys change color when they get old? 

Thinking Beyond the Text 
■■ How did your thinking about monkeys change as you read this book? Show pages 
that helped your new thinking.
■■ Talk about what’s the same about all the monkeys in this book.

Thinking About the Text 
■■ The author, Darrin Lunde, is a scientist who studies animals. Does knowing that 
help you trust the information in the book? Talk about that.
■■ How do you think the author feels about monkeys? How do you know?

Writing About Reading Prompts
You may want to select from the following prompts to engage children in sharing their 
thinking about the book through drawing or writing in the Reader’s Notebook.

Thinking Within the Text 
■■ Draw your favorite monkey. Be sure to use the right colors! Then write the monkey’s 
name and some facts about it. 

Thinking Beyond the Text 
■■ Choose two monkeys. Write how they are the same and how they are different.

Thinking About the Text 
■■ Write a note to your teacher. Tell what makes this a good book.

Independent ReadingIR

© 2018 by Irene C. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell from Fountas & Pinnell Classroom. Portsmouth, NH: Heinemann.

Book Talk
There are so many kinds of monkeys! Did you know that monkeys can be many different 
colors? Some monkeys are named after their color, like the red howler monkey. Others 
are born one color and change color when they get older. Some monkeys are one color 
if they are girls, and another color if they are boys. If you like reading and learning about 
animals, especially monkeys, you’ll like this book. 

Summary
Although monkeys share defining characteristics, they are different in many ways. 
This book shows the variety of coloring seen in monkeys. The facts in this book start 
out simple (“Some monkeys are yellow, and some are red”) and become increasingly 
complex (“This monkey has a blue and red nose, and this monkey has pink lips”; “Other 
monkeys are gold if girls and black if boys”). In a somewhat surprising ending, the 
opening illustration is shown again from a slightly different perspective, revealing that 
it is a museum display. Back matter includes additional information about how the 
monkeys’ colors help them survive and interact with others, as well as a world map 
indicating where each monkey lives. 

Focus on Book and Print Features
Because the text features of Monkey Colors are subtle, you might need to point 
them out to children. For example, the small, handwritten label below each monkey 
illustration looks like part of the picture. However, children will probably be able to 
distinguish between the main text and the back matter. Have them point out features 
that help them understand the text, such as boldface text that highlights the animals’ 
names on pages 25–28, map labels and illustrations on pages 29–30, and the author’s 
note on page 31. 

Title Monkey Colors

Grade 1

Author Darrin Lunde

Illustrator Patricia J. Wynne

Genre Nonfiction/Expository

Message(s) Members of a species share defining 
characteristics but also have differences. 
An animal’s coloring can help it survive or 
interact with other animals.

INDEPENDENT READING (K–6)

Children read texts of their choice independently, allowing them to enjoy books, practice the reading 

process, and share their thinking about the books they are reading.

REQUIRED CLASSROOM, STUDENT, AND PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES (AVAILABLE SEPARATELY) 

Transformative professional learning underpins Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™—essential instructional tools, 

practical professional books, motivational professional learning opportunities, and insightful assessment—for 

high-impact literacy teaching.

INDEPENDENT AND PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

GRADES  

PreK–8
GRADES  

The Fountas&Pinnell

A Tool for Assessment, Planning, and Teaching

Continuum
Literacy

Expanded E D I T I O N

Fountas
& Pinnell

36 Guided Reading

nested within a variety of instructional contexts with varying levels of support. In 
this chapter, we explore the broader literacy- learning context in which guided read-
ing resides. All play an essential role; they contribute in different ways to each stu-
dent’s development as readers, writers, and language users. Let’s think together 
about how you can vary the level of support depending on the demands of the text 
and the level of control by readers at any point in time.

Four Levels of Support and 
Five Kinds of Reading
Within the instructional design, we describe four levels of support for reading 
within five instructional contexts. (see Figure 2- 1).

You vary from high to low teacher support depending on the level of control 
students demonstrate in relation to a text. This design fits with the “gradual release 
of responsibility” model of teaching and learning (Pearson and Gallagher 1983). As 
a teacher, you move from demonstration to sharing the task to turning it over to 
the students. If the text is too difficult for most of the students to read for them-
selves, you read it to them (read aloud or have them listen to an audio recording). 
If it is too difficult but within reach with strong support, you read it with them and 
share the task (shared reading). If it is challenging, but within reach with some sup-
port or little or no support, they read it themselves (guided or independent read-
ing). Independent reading has the support of a strong set of routines, book talks, 
minilessons, teacher conferences, a rich classroom library, and group share as well 
as a rich classroom library. You are always demonstrating something harder, but 
students gradually take it on and engage successfully.

Figure 2- 1 The Relationship Between Teacher Support and Student 
Control in Reading

Relationship Between Teacher Support  
and Student Control in Reading

Interactive  
Read- Aloud

Shared 
Reading

Guided 
Reading

Independent 
Reading

Book Clubs (Literature Discussion)

Low  
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Low  
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Control

High  
Teacher  
Support

High  
Student  
Control

37Guided Reading Within a Multitext Approach

Five Instructional Contexts for Reading
In the reading and writing classroom, we recommend five kinds of reading oppor-
tunities using a variety of texts across genres. Four contexts are shown in Figure 
2-2. We discuss the fifth kind of reading, book clubs, later in this chapter. Book 
clubs include a variety of support levels for students to access the text.

Instructional Contexts for Reading

Read-Aloud Shared Reading Guided Reading Independent 
 Reading

Whole Class Whole Class Small Group Individual

One individual print 
copy (though there are 
a few large-print picture 
books that children in 
the class can read)

Enlarged text/
illustrations (big book, 
charts, computer 
enlarged, or small 
copies for each student)

Individual teacher-
selected book for each 
child (the same for every 
child)

Individual self- selected 
book

Students are listening 
and can see illustrations

All eyes on the same 
text

Each reader in the group 
has a copy of the same 
text in hand

Reader has individual 
copy

Text level is beyond 
the level most or 
some could read 
independently

Text level beyond many 
students’ instructional 
level

Text at reader’s 
instructional level

Text at reader’s 
independent level 
(though occasionally 
may not be)

Teacher reads aloud, 
occasionally pausing for 
conversation

Teacher reads aloud 
first time, with readers 
joining on rereading

Students read aloud 
softly or silently the 
complete text or unified 
part

Student reads silently 
the complete text

The text is usually new 
but occasionally some, 
or parts of some, are 
reread

The text is sometimes 
new and may be one 
that has been read 
before

The text is new. 
(Rereading of previously 
read texts may also 
happen before or after 
the lesson with early 
readers)

Text is new

Texts may be a variety 
of genres and formats

Texts may be a variety 
of genres and formats

Texts may be a variety 
of genres and formats

Texts are a variety of 
genres and formats

The focus is on 
constructing meaning 
using language

The focus is on 
constructing meaning 
using language and 
print

The focus is on 
constructing meaning 
using language and 
print

The focus is on 
constructing meaning 
using language and 
print

Figure 2- 2 Instructional Contexts for ReadingGuided
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Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ System Resources

RELATED PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR INDEPENDENT READING — See pages 57, 58, and 61
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All of the instructional contexts of Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ fit together in a coherent way and 

offer students multiple opportunities to access complex, age-appropriate, grade-appropriate texts, 

and to engage in powerful whole-group, small-group, and independent learning.

Each instructional context plays an essential role that contributes in different but complementary 

ways to every student’s development as a reader, writer, and language user. 

TURN VISION INTO ACTION

Take Action! Get an in-depth look 
at cohesive literacy instruction.

Take a look inside Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™: 
watch FPC in action and view comprehensive 
samplers for every context, every grade.  
Scan the code or visit: fp.pub/fpc
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